TOP 50 FINANCE
PROJECT TOPICS
1. Is microfinance effective in the 3rd world?
2. Is tax evasion ethical?
3. How is the internet affecting the market share of leading brands
4. Preventing fraud through audit in the UK
5. How big an effect do the financial markets play in affecting the
world economy?
6. The effect of management accounting in the UK engineering
industry
7. Can internal audits help you to achieve organizational goals?
8. Stock as an asset vs. a cost on the business
9. Should all management be schooled in accountancy?
10. What effect will accountancy systems have on employment of
accountants?
11. Accounting systems vs. company culture
12. Is decision making really driven by management reporting?
13. Is setting a budget for a business worthwhile?
14. Alternatives to activity based costing
15. What are the most appropriate accounting systems for
different types of company structure?
16. Is the lowest bid always the most appropriate?
17. How to drive competitive advantage through accounting
18. Risk management within the automotive supply chain
19. Cost reduction strategies in engineering
20. Strategic financial management in the BPO industry
21. Use of financial management information to drive
improvement in the fast food industry
22. How are financial KPIs used in US plastics manufacturers
23. Reducing financial risk in UK small business lending

24. How to close tax loopholes
25. Should there be one worldwide accounting standard?
26. The effect of short term loans for small business
27. The effect on an organization of long term debt
28. Is stock really an asset for an organization?
29. How to minimize tax liabilities in retail
30. How do different cultures and nationalities approach keeping
cash reserves
31. Can businesses sustain continual year on year growth?
32. The ethics of breaking up a business
33. Are there any real advantages to lean accounting?
34. How our accounting practices different in the US different to
Asia?
35. Should small businesses not use accounts?
36. Are the current practices for accounting secure in the XYZ
industry?
37. How secure are financial records and transactions?
38. Does improving technology require a change to accounting
standards?
39. Are companies always honest in their reporting?
40. Methods to prevent accounting crime
41. What the most effective methods to improve productivity through
accounting measures?
42. Are companies using counterproductive accounting KPIs?
43. Are loans for small businesses too hard to obtain in the US?
44. Angel financing vs. small business loans
45. Should the government provide grants for small businesses?
46. Could universal income be a reality?
47. How does fixed asset accounting vary across different countries?
48. The growing impact of credit rating agencies
49. Can software help to reduce company costs?
50. What impact will AI have on accounting?

